Professor Kent gives rules followed at Cornell.

The expert eye can readily detect laying hens among a flock of non-layers. Professor Kent gives the following rules observed at Cornell, some of which were worked out some years ago by the Connecticut experimental station:

Yellow-legged birds quickly lay off the color in their shanks when they are laying. A hen which is laying heavily almost loses the yellow color out of her shanks. After noticing the yellow color returns quickly.

Examination of the ear lobes is considered to be almost infallible. A chalky white ear lobe indicates a bird laying heavily, but when the ear lobe is brownish or red, the bird is not laying. A blackish-gray ear lobe shows the hen has laidEGGS or has just stopped laying.

It is to be remembered that an extremely white ear lobe also may show very low vitality.

The more visible the texture of the color of a hen's legs is her health, and it is almost a certain sign that she is laying heavily.

Out of 60 birds under observation at Cornell, six with chalky white ear lobes showed that they had laid 15 eggs that week, 16 days the previous week and like the week before that.

Of six other hens with creamy ear lobes, four laid 15 eggs that week and three laid 13 the week before and three more laid one or two the prior week.

Seven hens with yellow ear lobes were examined and only one of them laid at all and laid an egg five days and one day the week before.

Of five other hens with very dark ear lobes showed that they had not laid an egg for weeks.

"A Mixed Flock." A little constellation of flocks will keep separator milk quite sweet and palatable for the pigs, as it is a good idea to wash it out of this on hand in warm weather.

Ideal Place for Children. The ideal place to raise chickens is on a sallyard or cow pen, or at the end of a corn, managed or turfed hill, where insect life is fairly abun-


RESINOL SURELY MAKES ITCHING ECZEMA VANISH.

There is immediate relief for itching, burning and disfigured by systemic, heat- or cold- or any form of treatment, in a warm bath with resol-HOAP and a simple application of resol-HOAP on the infected part. The soothing, healing, soothing medication sinks right into the skin, stops itching rapidly, and soon clears away all traces of eruption. Even in severe and stubborn cases where other treatments have had no effect. After that, the regular use of resol-HOAP is usually enough to keep the skin clear and healthy. Every droplet sells resol-HOAP and resol-HOAP soap—Adv.

"I've got to earn some money during my summer vacation," remarked the law student, "but I'd like, if possible, to work at something that will be of use to me later on.""-Mr.族

Panorama of a Spring Field. A. C. of Chicago.

Banish the "Blues!" If you have that depressed feeling it's more likely that your blood is out of order—imperiled or poisoned.

There is only one thing that will alter your present condition—that's to restore your stomach to normal health and strength. For a weak or diseased stomach, food digestion is bad your food will not make the good blood which nourishes body, brain, heart and nerves.